Case Study

Aliging strategy
and structure
A new operating model at HCF

Australia’s largest not-for-profit health fund, HCF, has a mission to be the
partner of choice in enabling people to care for their health. With a robust
strategic roadmap the company was on the right track but it needed to
evolve its operating model to become truly customer-centric.
The challenge

There were neither clear lines of accountability
between the business divisions nor an agreed
decision making process.

In 2016, Australia’s largest not-for-profit health
fund, HCF, launched its 2020 Strategy, a strategic
roadmap for the business to make health care
understandable, affordable, high quality and
customer-centric. However, HCF soon realised that
the strategy alone was not enough to achieve its
business objectives. Whilst the 2020 Strategy had
been agreed and rolled out through the
organisation, the question of whether the existing
organisation structure was correct to deliver on
the strategy had not been asked, or answered.

The business was working in silos, often on
related issues. This created duplication of work
in several roles and functions.

A large piece of the 2020 Strategy was based
around Member centricity and HCF leadership,
including the new CEO, felt the current structure
did not adequately support key elements of this
strategy. For example, accountability for Members
was not clear and no one around the executive
table had 'Member' in their job title.

Further complexity within the business
jeopardised the efforts to execute its strategic
plan:
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Limited internal communication and access to
information was hindering the ability to improve
service design and customer experience.

HCF had a sound strategy
but the question of
whether the existing
organisation structure
was correct to deliver on
the strategy had not been
asked, or answered.
Barnaby Smith
Senior Principal, Korn Ferry
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The impact of the current operating model was
that HCF was not maximising the value it wanted
to generate with its Members and leaders
acknowledged that key processes needed
addressing.

The solution

Korn Ferry was invited to undertake a robust
review of the alignment between HCF’s 2020
Strategy, its current structure and the current way
of operating. The firm tapped into its global
network of experts in the sector to benchmark
HCF’s operating model against the best in the
world and recommend a new organisational
structure that would activate the strategy, focus
on Members and eliminate inefficiencies.

While the current operating model reinforced
business units to run in their respective silos, the
‘to be’ operating model was organised around a
new value chain which encompassed four key
delivery units:
Member Experience Division: one central team
to maintain and enhance the Member
experience.

interaction with existing Members, and a Chief
Officer, Business Growth which focused on all
sales channels (Branch, Digital, Broker & Call
Centre), brand and advertising & promotions.

The ‘to be’ operating model was enhanced by an
accountability matrix that mapped HCF executive
roles against the key processes in the company.
This has given the business clarity to implement
new structures and role design at the ‘Department
Head’ level and below, in ways that build in
Member focus, internal efficiencies and role clarity.

The outcome

The new operating model has helped HCF re-set
the organisation to better deliver against its 2020
strategy. Now, they have one clear Division to
focus on all interactions and experiences with
Members. "The change has been tremendously
beneficial. It has resulted in clear, consistent and
programed communication to our Members while
at the same time ensuring an accurate and
responsive team are addressing inbound queries
from Members," says Ian Clubb, Chief Officer,
People, Culture and Corporate Services.

Business Growth Division (including HCF Life
and Overseas Visitor Cover): to pull all
commercial parts of HCF into one area to grow
the business.
Member Health Division: a Division whose sole
focus was the delivery of direct (HCF Dental
and HCF Eyecare) and indirect (Hospitals and
Ancillary providers) health services to the
membership base.
Strategy & Transformation Division: to
continually look to the future, building strategic
alliances & partnerships and maintaining a
strong push on innovation to build the future for
HCF.

Each of these areas is now focusing on activities
and processes critical to achieving HCF’s 2020
Strategy, namely, to become the partner of choice
in enabling people to care for their health.
As part of the solution Korn Ferry recommended
the creation and adaptation of a number of
executive roles to support the new operating
model, including the roles of a Chief Officer,
Member Experience with full accountability for the
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The new structure has
provided enormous
clarity within the business
as to who is responsible
for what and where issues
are best resolved.
Ian Clubb
Chief Officer, People,
Culture and Corporate
Services, HCF
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The new focus and structure has been well
received by employees and has created a solid
foundation from which the business can thrive.
According to Ian, “the new structure allowed us to
go to market with very clear accountabilities and
recruit outstanding executives to lead each of the
new Divisions, and they have each taken up their
roles with minimal ambiguity around the scope
and key deliverables expected from them and their
respective teams”.

Central to this has been HCF’s ability to implement
the new structure proposed by Korn Ferry. The
firm worked closely with the CEO, Chief Officer
People & Culture and other key stakeholders to
co-create the new operating model and a path to
the future of the business. “The new structure has
provided enormous clarity within the business as
to who is responsible for what and where issues
are best resolved. The model has created a strong
matrix structure which has greatly contributed to
elimination of the silo mind-set,” Ian concludes.

Organisational Design
Korn Ferry's Organisational
Design practice helps clients
align critical levers to execute
their strategy. We shape and
build top team performance,
review and design
organisational structures, help
clients transform culture and
align business and people
strategy.

About Korn Ferry
Korn Ferry is a global organizational
consulting firm. We help clients
synchronize strategy and talent to drive
superior performance. We work with
organizations to design their structures,
roles, and responsibilities. We help them
hire the right people to bring their
strategy to life. And we advise them on
how to reward, develop, and motivate
their people.
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